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Release Notes for Patch Release#6280

1 Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev65
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev44

Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6285.

MWB-2496 Data export does not work on S3-Filestore for ”large” archives
Improved many different items:
- Prefer to pass file on upload to S3 storage (if available)
- Align read limit to upload chunk
- Retry on possible XML parse exception
- Use bigger in-memory threshold for storage-transferring output stream
- Retry on XML parse error.

MWB-2530 Share link can not be opened frommail notification
IMAP server might prefer to use a user’s local part to build up the folder tree of shared folders.
Added new lean config option com.openexchange.imap.assumeUserLocalPartForSharedFolderPath
to control if user’s local part should be assumed when determining the path for a shared IMAP
folder; e.g. assume ”jane.doe” instead of ”jane.doe@invalid.com”.

MWB-2571 Embedded images are not displayed in mails sent from Yahoo
Inacurate regular expression used to look-up <img> tags inside HTML content.
Use full-fledged HTML parser to locate possible <img> tags inside HTML content.

MWB-2603 OX Drive push registration not working
The configuration of the driverestricted package was not properly loaded.
Fixed loading FCM configuration from driverestricted.

MWB-2604 Couldnot resolvemodule: com.openexchange.pns.mobile.api.facadeUnresolved
requirement: Import-Pack after installation of Patch 6277
Affected bundle is no more supported.
Automatically remove obsolete package open-xchange-pns-mobile-api-facade.

3 Tests

Open-Xchange has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced within a lab environ-
ment.

To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs

MWB-2496, MWB-2530, MWB-2571, MWB-2603, MWB-2604,
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